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People inspect a site hit by what activists said were air strikes by forces loyal to Syria's President Bashar
Assad on a marketplace in the Douma neighborhood of Damascus, Syria.

Russia and Iran said on Monday that Syrian groups must decide the future of Bashar Assad,
with Moscow opposing any pre-negotiated exit of the Syrian president as part of a peace deal.

Speaking at a joint news conference, Russia's Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov and his Iranian
counterpart, Mohammad Javad Zarif, reiterated their countries' backing for Assad in the
conflict, which has killed around a quarter of a million people since 2011.

The future of Assad remains a sticking point in diplomatic efforts by regional and global
players to end the Syria crisis — one that talks in recent weeks between Russia, Saudi Arabia
and the United States, among others, have failed to resolve.

Syrian opposition groups, Arab Gulf States and the West want Assad to go.
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"If some of our partners believe that we should necessarily agree in advance that at the end of
an interim period the president will leave his post — this position is not acceptable for
Russia," Lavrov said.

He said the fate of Assad could only be agreed in talks between representatives of his
government and their rivals, comments echoed by Zarif, who added that foreign states
"should only facilitate that."

Russia, a long-standing ally and arms supplier to Assad, says all sides must now join ranks to
fight Islamic State, a militant Sunni group that has captured a vast territory in Syria and
neighboring Iraq.

Moscow wants to host another round of talks between various Syrian opposition groups with
an eye to eventually bringing them together with Damascus delegates for talks under the
auspices of the United Nations.

But the United States, Saudi Arabia and their allies say Assad is part of the problem, not the
solution, and is at least partly responsible for Islamic State's gains on the ground.

They are conducting air strikes on Islamic State positions in Syria and Iraq and are distrustful
of Russia's efforts, seeing them as being aimed at safeguarding Assad.
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